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To whom it may concern,
One day I received a mail. It was an invitation to a forum in a small pale blue
envelope. I couldn’t tell who was the sender.
These days, I kept attending workshops, forum and lecture about alternative
topics relating politics, society and humanity. I thought it was sent by one
of the organizers. I kept it on my desk. I wasn’t sure if I can attend or not. I
wasn’t sure who would be attending. Actually I don’t know who organize the
forum. I left my room for lunch and a cup of coffee.
I walked down street and came across showcase with bunch of pictures. They
look so familiar except the parts cut out. They look documentations of public
statues or monuments. Who can tell? The part of main subjects in the picture
was all cut out and hard to identify who they are. Some were just documentations of empty space others were mainly ordinary snapshot that tourists take
on their vacation.
I looked through with some attention to details. They look curious but I
couldn’t tell why they were there. Besides the series of pictures, I saw a bunch
of flowers being drying up. It looked pretty sad. The flowers look sad and
sympathetic for the absence of all these figures, all those figures who were
important enough to be remembered through the presence of monuments.
In some of the documentations, I also noticed some documentations that just
showed pedestals for figures but who knows or how we know what there
was…
I had lunch and coffee and went to explore city for my Saturday afternoon. It
was comfortable but cloudy day. Through my travel, I came across some part
areas that look similar to my memory from the pictures. Throughout my day
walking, I saw several monuments resemble to the pictures that I saw earlier
but I couldn’t tell if they were the same monuments or not. But apparently, I
was passing by the areas captured in some of those documentations.

One thing that made me feel uncomfortable was parts that were cut out. Some
cut out looked like an action to remove the monument but other look intentionally suggesting the presence by cutting out, even though there were no
monuments. I could tell this because I saw it through my day walking. My
eyes all saw there were no monuments or statues on top of some of the pedestals. This left me uneasy feeling… my mind was preoccupied by this all day…
A week later, Saturday morning, I was woken up by a radio, a radio that I
bought last Sunday at flea market. It’s old one but still worked when I tested
at the market. The guy who sold this radio was nice and sold it to me for 45
euros. I thought it’s expensive but I liked the design.
So, last night I didn’t set the alarm but somehow it was on this morning and
woke me up with some kind of live broadcasting about a forum. I didn’t pay
attention to this. Or, I couldn’t pay attention to this since I was just waken up
and my brain was slow. I stayed in bed… a few minutes… just hearing the
noise out of radio. Noise about a forum. It was about a forum by important figures from all over the city. They were having a discussion about existence of
“space agitation point”. They were all leading figures from the area and they
were all experts in different fields. So, the main topic was about the existence
of space agitation point.
These days, people were so preoccupied by media and politics. People were
really tired of dealing with information, since people started realized that most
of information that they consumed was already manipulated. For them, it was
hard to select right information or what to believe. Even there were truths discovered or leaked by a guy from the other side of the world. It was about the
past. It’s hard to direct public opinion and their believes.
Back to this topic came out of the radio, space agitation point. They were
discussing if it really existed or not. According to this radio report, only the
evidence that we found was blueprint about a monument for this space agita-

Yes, all of them were copies of original, since the original materials were so
fragile and needed to be preserved in museum. I heard the originals were all in
national museum in the middle of city.
All those people who were attending the forum started discussing who commissioned this facility and the purposes by carefully raising up possibilities.
Possibility of the existence all sounded speculation, since there were not many
surviving materials. But he started to elaborate his theory to approach the truth
by referring to folklore.

get up and I heard a sound of something falling down to the floor. It was the
envelope that I received a week ago. It was the invite to this forum that I was
listening. I opened it again and looked inside. There were some other materials relating the discussion and announcement for other upcoming events. One
of them were hand-written copy of the blueprint but I wasn’t sure if it was appropriately copied or traced from the original. Or, this might have been copy
of the copies of the original… who knows. And I noticed there were mistakenly or appropriately copied details about the firm that received this commission for the monument. It said “Atelier von Denkmale and the Associates” and
their address was “Tlönisches Allee 83”. But I didn’t find the name of city and
the country, nor the postal code.

Folklore? Why folklore? Doesn’t sound like scientific approach to deal with
facts and truth. But it can reach to the truth or reality! How can we know it’s
wrong? So, according to him, there was ancient folklore from other part of the
world. It was about a white rabbit. Back then, people in that part of the world
believed there were white rabbits living on moon and they were symbolic
creature that take souls of the dead to the land of moon. I recalled it sounded
like a fantasy familiar to me from the other side of the world. A story about
white rabbit led a girl into fantasy world… I think some of people are familiar
with this.

It was apparently fictionally made up blueprint but I was curious about this
information. Late afternoon, I visited city library in downtown to research
this information. I typed these words in several combinations and searched in
their database. I tried a few times but all what I got were all similar but wrong
wordings. I happened to come across the word “Tlön” in the listing. But apparently, it was nothing to do with the address that I was looking for. I just
stopped this research and walked out for a theatre play that I was invited to.
I entered theatre and I realized that I was already bit late.
A man centered at the stage and started…

So, according to this expert on folklore and other experts on study of stars
and galaxies, this hypothesis may not necessarily irrelevant. He continued.
So, back then, those white rabbit were believed to take spirits to the space and
there were a community by all those people. This may refer to cultural tradition seen in a few well-known cultures in the world.

“Lots of people come up with ideas…abundant ideas…
Sometimes… some of ideas should not be realized… or can not be realized…
Hope… satisfaction… disappointments… ideas give all kind of emotional
responses…Good or bad… you hope may be other’s disaster…
Let’s drink and forget about it… though you know you will feel guilty later
sometimes…”

tion point and a few other old slides. Blueprint was traced onto a new sheet of
paper for the clarity. The slides were also digitally recovered.

I was kind of laughing and couldn’t really believe their logic and theoretical
elaboration. I was almost dismissing the discussion.
By now, I was pretty awake and get ready to start my day. I was about to

“Great idea! Great idea Great idea!!!”
A man behind me suddenly started screaming! He seems like a writer from

mid 18th century… He looks really miserable… but his face expresses lots of
hope for future… it’s a hope that has an end…
Wind was blowing behind his back. It was a small wind at the beginning but it
evolved and now it become larger and larger… but he never noticed the presence of the wind… or let’s say it’s a storm… almost… He doesn’t see it but he
feels it… by the pressure out of the storm…
He pull a pen and notes… looking at the main character on stage… the play of
the real… or representation of life… or solely fictitious… He started projecting his presence into the main character… so, now he feels uneasiness… the
main character looked pessimistic and miserable to this man….
Behind this main character…huge mat-black circle… huge in scale… can’t
be described… the main character believes this is a hole… the largest and
heaviest hole that human kind ever come across… He can’t see what ahead
of his eyes… eyes are deceived by the depth of the blackness… but he heard
scream… he felt wind sucked into the hole… he turned around and look
where the wind came from…
This main character found a guy with compass and ruler… He is drawing
something on air… nobody in the audience couldn’t tell what he is drawing…
but everybody could expect what he tried to draw out of his gesture… the big
circle… huge in scale… he can’t really physically draw this huge circle but he
know he will accomplish this task… large…
Out of this invisible circle… there is wind coming out… roaming sounds…
scream of Rhino… sounds of outer space… confession by Pope II, resentment
by Siddhartha… cry by Sharman… complain by unborn-children… words
that you never heard… sounds you can never hear… but he recognized the
radio report… report about you… people at the theatre… But this radio report
things about a gap between the time of the earth’s rotation and mathematically

conceived time… the radio kept reporting about this 4 minutes…
4 minutes of absence… absence escaped from people’s consciousness…
This man stand still and looking at the circle… the circle that he can’t see…
Suddenly something hit on his chest… a stone… meteor… the stone that has
geometric structure… each structure building up one over the other… constantly building up by it self… He gave close look, since this substance is
extremely small. He gave really close attention to all the details on the substance… it is evolving and the surface he was looking at becomes inside in
next moments… can another layer of surface comes up… so, the point where
he was looking at never exist in the next moments… the place only exist at a
moment of the gaze…
He recalled the story about this… the place of absence… place of nothing…
He pulled cigarette box with American Spirit logo on it… inhale and exhale…
his face now really relaxed… but still feels pressure out of tasks given by
others… he knows it is speculation out of himself… he also knows… there
is no such a responsibility… Somewhere outside of his mind, this awareness
emerges and tells him to feel responsible… responsible for the community…
The scene on the stage is now about a guy who lives in the dark… dark…
room… like a cave… and he is designing a ship… a ship… a ship for a
space… he was holding a compass and a square… in front of him, there is
paper… tracing paper… but he can’t really see it… it’s pitch black darkness…
but he knows he is designing something people had never seen before…
This guy kept recalling images of death… death out of starvation… death
out of empathy… death out of systems… death out of overflowing information… the death that could be prevented by his idea and judgement… this idea
of space craft… he moved his hand and followed the edge of the square and

making triangles, rectangular, circles, arches and so on and on… he was also
listening the same radio report out of the invisible circle from audience side…
the report about 4 minutes of absence…
This report now was talking about the landfill made out of all debris and denkmale… denkmal… denkmal… denkmal… some of the denkmal were thrown
into this landfill even people never knew the presence of some of denkmale…
denkmale that never been known and now they all disappeared… this man…
the man with compass and ruler grabbed a ram… a ram from the newly discovered land now it is colony… he sipped it little bit and sipped it again bit by
bit… he fell asleep… breathing deeply and slowly…
The man with compass and square gave his eyes to the tracing paper… and
saw the drawing on it… he thought he was just pretending drawing but
he found out he was drawing tower… tower with abstract and geometric
shapes… He’d never intended to draw such a design… he put this paper into
his pocket and left the theatre without saying anything to anyone…
He visited city library…a small district library that has amazing collection
of space architecture, secret society, archeological anthropology and ancient
museum studies… He randomly pulled books from each section and started
flipping over pages over pages… nothing interested him…except one image in
space architecture… He saw the design that resembles his drawing…
the caption said “space agitation point built before 20th century”…
he was so surprised and he really wanted to know where this exists… So, he
can go and visit to see the real thing. But he also saw small exclamation mark
at the bottom of picture…
It said “planned but not realized”…
He knew this was an amazing discovery and could have changed the world…
so, he started to research ideas of this space agitation point… and he found a

portrait of this project director in the book. But he couldn’t really tell if he is
still alive or not…
Several days later, he was walking down street and saw people playing boccei
ball along the river… He saw a guy who look resemble the guy on the portrait… He wasn’t sure if he is the guy who invented and directed this project
for space agitation point…
First, he asked this guy about boccei ball. This guy was kind of quiet and
didn’t find common ground to talk about boccei ball. So, he kept quiet as well
and just observed what this guy does… What he found out was amazing form
and concentration when he threw the ball… the shining silver balls…
He enjoyed to hear the bumping sounds when the ball hit another ball… dull
metal crushing sounds… the locations of balls constantly change and created
relational meanings but all the balls were identical… he never understood how
this works…
But his speculation became more valid when this guy took off his T-shirt…
he saw some dots on his body… these dot created particular formation and he
realized that this man is trying to get the shape of this formation by throwing
the boccei balls…
He recalled the one of the chapters from the space architecture book explaining the idea of relative location and relational distances… but he never understood the principal concept of the idea… but now he realized what it means by
watching this man playing the boccei ball…
It was a first day for this plot… the script was handed down to him and he
studied and read it through carefully before the play began… it was the story
about Space Agitation point… and his role was to build monument for the
Space Agitation point… This time he had lights over lights… the intense
lights lit up his presence and the monuments… he memorized and recalled the

script and started practicing the line by acting…
“Oh~, denkmal denkmal denkmal… hole in the dark and light gives a form…
denkmal denkmal denkmal … I shall see the form of monument of the space
agitation point…”
He pulled out the blueprint of the space agitation point that he drew in the
complete darkness… He put it down on the table in front of him… and he
started to creating the monuments for the Space agitation point based on the
blueprint…
He understood that the Space agitation point was never built… never realized… but in the play his task was to build a monument for the unrealized
space agitation point…
A monument for the unrealized space agitation point…
“Denkmal denakmal denkmal… “
This is the way how this play went and occasionally there were insertion about
caricature and satire on current politics and scandals.
The theatre play ended and lights were turned on… the lights looked amazing
illumination now… since the most characters in this play were only under one
spot light… they never be able to see things outside of the spot lights… It was
beautifully done and the audience gave applause and standing ovation.
I noticed an empty bottle of Johnny walker next to the monument… The play
left me comfortable feeling and lots of questions. Where and how this empty
Johnny Walker came to that spot? I didn’t really notice it.
I was thinking about the play and actors and actress. I was imagining the practice process. I know that all of the actors and actress need to look back today’s

performance and need to get ready for another one coming up in a few hours
later… I know they need to study the script carefully again and again… and
need to condition themselves for next performance… Repetitions over repetitions of the all actions already scripted…
On my way back home, I came across the showcase with all those documentation of monuments again. They looked different this time but I realized it
was because of my absent mind. I looked at all those pictures carefully again
and noticed that I could read some of the names inscribed on the side of these
pedestals. I wrote all of them down and ran back into my apartment. I started
searching all these names and I came across information about all of these
figures. Some were actual persons who existed and others were imaginary
figures out of mythology and others seemed just a figurative sculpture made
by sculptor.
All what I found was these monuments were dedicated to important figures
who made history of ours over the last three centuries, starting from the late
17th century till mid 20th century. Interesting fact was there was no documentation of monuments elected after 1945. Rather, there were documentation of
sites and pedestal, not the actual figures. I was wondering why there were no
documentation of monuments after 1945 and I was also wondering why some
of the monuments needed to be removed, though I some of the documentations just suggested an action of removal of monuments. All what I did was
assumption and speculation.
I came across the fact out of one of the monuments. One of them was Friedrich II, aka Friedrich der Grosse. And he was part of “freemasons” in early
18th century. Interesting fact was there was another secret society called “Illuminati” founded in mid 18th century and these two shared similar principal
but different school. This fact drove me crazy. Secret society? What do they
do? How do we know what they do? Their presence is so mysterious as almost
like mythology and superstition. In one side of argument, they were believed

to operate society and politics in conspiracy manner.
Then, I come to think of the forum… the forum that I was listening from the
radio. I knew they were expert in all different field but I never knew who
they were and how many of them attended. I started speculating the reason
for the monument that they were discussing. The monument was believed to
be elected for space agitation point. I totally speculated and started to assume
that some members from the secret society or the descendants of the members
commissioned this space agitation point.
But how do we know if the space agitation point existed? Or, maybe because
there is a plan of the monument for the space agitation point? I kept thinking
about it and I stepped out of my apartment and started walking along canal
near my neighborhood. I saw people gathering and playing Pëtanque. I was
looking at people playing. Some are good at throwing balls and other were
not so good. But I found one thing interesting. It was… each action changes
spatial relationships with other balls. Like central ball define the center the
field but other balls can move this central ball. And other balls can also move
the other balls, as well as the central balls. I found this to be so symbolic and
intriguing sports to think about how we understand things like comparison and
sequential matters. But I also wondered when it starts and how it ends…
I smoked my cigarette out of ordinary package with culturally misused logos
on it. I inhaled the smoke and exhaled slowly and relaxed… I pondered and
spaced out…
It was nice summer in a beautiful city. I went back to my apartment and open
the door… what I saw was what you are seeing now… all I was thinking was
inside my apartment. It was almost symbolic correlation between mind and
architecture. All I imagine received the form and became present. I am not
sure if I am part of the secret society or if I am involuntarily contributing for
the conspiracy by the members of the secret society…

I put my hand into my pocket in jeans and pulled out a small package with
the label saying a fragment from a monument dedicated for Space agitation
point…
I sighed… and sighed and laughed at myself…
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